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Remarks Delivered by Michael Meltsner* at the 2006 Death Penalty Information Center’s
Thurgood Marshall Journalism Awards, National Press Club (June 26, 2006).

Introduction

It is an honor to participate in an event sponsored by the Death Penalty Information
Center. I came to capital punishment work in the early 1960s, at a time when no
organization kept track of the research, the arguments and the court decisions.

In those days we faced the problem of never being sure if an execution date had been set. If
we didn’t find out we couldn’t try and get a postponement or clemency—both of which
required waiting until the last minute. Who knew the correct information? Prison officials
when you could reach them by phone referred us governors. Governors’ offices to court
clerks and often the clerks sent us back to prison officials. Losing someone out of pure
ignorance was not unknown; today such an event is far less likely due to the flow of
information that the Center and others facilitate.

To appear at an award ceremony honoring Justice Marshall allows me to offer thanks for
one of the great legal careers of our time. In the months I worked for him at the Legal
Defense Fund and the years spent at the organization that he shaped to give power to his
ideas and ideals, I learned a great deal about law but also about the importance of
laughter. How it gives us perspective, keeps us from a tendency towards the self righteous
and reminds us not to think too highly of our arguments—a good thing in this field where
many of them may end up losing.

Thurgood Marshall often tried to persuade by anecdote—but there was serious edge to
everyone of his stories. So when Justice Sandra Day O’Connor once asked him how he
managed to avoid becoming despondent from the injustice he had seen, he told her about
the time he and his mentor, Charles Hamilton Houston traveled to Loudoun County,
Virginia, to help a man named George Crawford, who had been indicated for murdering a
white woman from a well-to-do Virginia family, as well as her white maid.

Despite their spirited defense, Crawford was convicted of murder by an all-white jury, and
sentenced to life.

"You know something is wrong with the government's case," Marshall quipped to Justice
O’Connor, "when a Negro only gets life for murdering a white woman."

I want also to offer my appreciation for the talent and hard work of today’s honorees.
More will be said on this topic by others later but I will just add that the most admiring
thing I can say is that the winners carry forward the tradition of excellence of their
predecessors. Go to the web site. Look at the names and works of past winners. It is a
remarkable group.
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Media Performance in Covering the Death Penalty

As is usually the case when we talk about the media, because it is ever present and diverse
we see a lot to be proud of and a lot that could be improved.

How well by its own standards does journalism do in covering the death penalty?

On one hand we find context-less crime reporting, repetitive life on death row narratives,
trite if ultimately painful vigil stories, others that read like prosecution or defense press
releases, and finally television that seems primarily aimed at merchandising gory details.

But if you want to learn about capital punishment as a system there is much more out there
describing it than ever before. The latest theories and insights of scholars like Columbia
Law School’s’s Jim Liebman and activists like Stephen Bright of the Southern Center on
Human Rights find there way into the press.

There are disappointing films using capital punishment motifs like The Chamber and The
Life of David Gale but also provocative ones like the venerable Paths Of Glory or Dead
Man Walking.

If you didn’t like the spiritual side of Dead Man Walking you can compare it with the
cinema verite of Angel on Death Row, the Frontline documentary on the same case.

As a classroom consumer of documentaries on the legal system, I can attest there has been
an explosion of thoughtful works in recent years. Particularly outstanding is one of the past
winners, Deadline, the story of the Illinois commutation.

To the extent the death penalty is a law beat or a law story, many more writers and
filmmakers understand legal processes than in the past. Its well to remember how
relatively recent and perhaps fragile is high quality coverage of the law. With a few
exceptions, serious reporting about law began in the 1960s, pioneered by Anthony Lewis’
Supreme Court work. I wish I had time to name all of his peers and those who brilliantly
followed in their footsteps.

But let’s name one reporter from the past and one from the present to stand in for the
whole. Take Selwyn Rabb then of the New York World Telegram and later the Times who
helped expose the flawed 1963 case against George Whitmore, a young black man almost
railroaded to the electric chair for supposedly killing two white Manhattan women in their
Eastside apartment. The failed Whitmore case was key to New York State dropping the
death penalty for most crimes in 1965.
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In 2003, Joseph Neff, a reporter for the Raleigh News and Observer tackled a subject that
has often been taboo, under the headline, “Cheating prosecutors ruin lives, go
unpunished.” So far, the result has been at least one new trial for a death row inmate.

Perhaps because when I started out there was so little effective media on the death penalty
I am happy with much of what I see today. When Chicago reporters and Northwestern
student journalists can help persuade Governor George Ryan of Illinois to empty the
Illinois death row, it is hard not to be impressed with media performance.

The Greatest Lack in Coverage

Where is the media most lacking when it comes to the capital punishment?

For me, it is in failing to cover how the death penalty masks society’s relative indifference
to discussing means to reduce violence and increasing personal security that do not involve
the criminal law. These issues are kept at a distance, treated as if they are really about a
utopian vision or some form of foolish social work. But whether crime rates are higher or
lower at any particular time, Americans have for years lived with a level of violence that
compares with some of the most decadent and destructive regimes on the planet.

Susan Bandes, the author of the leading article on the media and capital punishment, has
written that “journalists tend to be uncomfortable seeking out stories of social problems
requiring changes.” “Such a role,” she continues, “conflicts with their perception of
themselves as impartial chroniclers.”

But the connection between social policy and violence is the real capital punishment story;
once one gets into it the death penalty seems hopelessly archaic, clumsy and needless; most
of all distracting. Politicians spend little energy pushing policies targeted at containing
lethal violence before it happens like youth employment, family support, drug treatment,
handgun suppression. The policies in question are controversial but debate over whether
they can make us more secure is anemic.

That’s the story and we are missing it.

Finally, what is The Future of the Death Penalty in the country?

The public continues to support it, if with less conviction, but fears of terrorism
contribute to an atmosphere that is not conducive to calm decisions about how to deal with
serious crime. In America we are awash with stories of violence, of crime and punishment,
of incompetent and unreliable systems of judgment, but we are fearful of abandoning the
comfort some get from  the existence of the maximum penalty—even if we rarely use it.

 It is very difficult, as media coverage does, to concentrate on assigning individual
blame and then expect the public to evaluate the death penalty systemically on the basis of
social costs. Nevertheless, if change does come, as I wrote in The Making of a Civil Rights
Lawyer, “it is more likely to begin with the non-professionals who as citizen participants
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cast their opinions on the penalty of death as jury votes. The most promising Supreme
Court decisions in recent years may be those preserving the powers of juries to reflect
attitudinal shifts in determining guilt and punishment.”

Under the pressures of a dangerous world, we may have allowed the costs of our
own violence to remain invisible because we are engaged in legitimate self-protection. But
we have become largely indifferent to the cruelties inflicted by the process we have created
in the good name of personal security. These cruelties seem necessary to many and, even
when they are regretted, distant and easily forgettable.

            I used to think that only a strong dose of government killing, would end the death
penalty. I naively thought people would get disgusted. But I no longer expect real reform so
long as execution is presented sensationally as a response to monstrous evil where it
appears to be simple justice to many--rather than a sacrificial rite emerging from an error-
filled system of social control.

Unless the media gets busy and presents a fuller, more complex picture of the state of
the death penalty and the routine violence our society accepts as inevitable The future of
the death penalty is likely to be more of the same.
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